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Abstract: Using a fully classical model, we have studied sequential
double ionization (SDI) of argon driven by elliptically polarized laser pulses
at intensities well in the over-barrier ionization region. The results show
that ion momentum distributions evolve from the two-band structure to
the four-band, six-band structure and finally to the previously obtained
four-band structure as the pulse duration increases. Our analysis shows that
the evolution of these band structures originates from the pulse-duration-
dependent multiple ionization bursts of the second electron. These band
structures unambiguously indicate the subcycle electron emission in SDI.
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1. Introduction

Double ionization (DI) is one of the most fundamental and important process in intense laser-
atom interactions. Generally, DI can occur through two different pathways, nonsequential dou-
ble ionization (NSDI) [1-9] and sequential double ionization (SDI) [10-13]. In NSDI, the sec-
ond electron is ionized by the recollision of the first electron [14]. Because of the recollision, the
two electrons in NSDI exhibit a highly correlated behavior. During the past decades NSDI has
been extensively investigated both theoretically and experimentally [15-23]. For SDI, the two
electrons are released sequentially by the laser field. The process of SDI is relatively simpler
and less attention has been paid during the past decades. However, SDI by elliptically polarized
laser pulse can provide much ionization information that is unreachable in NSDI. For example,
by measuring the ion momentum from SDI in the elliptically polarized pulses, people observed
the sequential nature of the emission process of the two electrons [10]. In recent years, SDI in
the elliptical laser fields has attracted more and more attentions. For instances, a recent exper-
iment has systematically investigated SDI of Ar by elliptical laser fields over a wide range of
laser intensity and the times of the ionization bursts for both electrons as a function of laser
intensity are extracted [11]. In that experiment, it was shown that, the momentum distribution
of the doubly charged ion in the laser polarization plane exhibited a four-band structure at high
laser intensities and it evolved into a three-band structure as the laser intensity decreased. With
the classical ensemble method, this behavior has been well reproduced and the sequential na-
ture of double ionization has been intuitively shown [13, 24]. It has been demonstrated that
these band structures are closely related to the launching time of the ionization bursts of the
two electrons. Classical calculations also shown that for multiple ionization the corresponding
momentum spectrum of the ions will exhibit more bands. For example, it was predicted that
the ion momentum spectrum will exhibit eight bands in sequential triple ionization [25]. In
a very recent experiment for triple ionization of Ne+, a six-band structure in ion momentum
spectra was observed [26]. From these structures, the saturate ionization intensity as well as the
ionization time for each ionization step are successfully extracted. In all of these experiments,
only one ionization burst for each ionization step was obtained. Usually, the ionization of each
electron lasts over a range of time longer than one optical cycle. In the elliptical laser field,
the most likely ionization scenario is that in each half cycle there is one subcycle ionization
burst launching at the time when the transient electric field points along the major elliptical
axis. Thus, the experimentally extracted ionization bursts for each ionization step should con-
tain many subcycle ionization bursts. However, these subcycle ionization bursts have not yet
been resolved in experiment on SDI. This may be due to the laser parameters (such as laser
intensity, pulse duration) in these experiments are not suitable for this observation. We mention
that in NSDI the subcycle electron emission after recollision has been well explored with the
single-cycle pulses [27].

In this paper, we theoretically investigate SDI by the elliptical laser fields at intensity well
in the over-barrier ionization region. Our calculations predict that depending on the pulse du-
ration, the spectra of doubly charged ion exhibit different number of bands. For the very short
pulse duration, the spectrum shows a two-band structure and it evolves into a four-band struc-
ture as the duration increases. When the pulse duration increases further, an obvious six-band
structure appears and finally it evolves into the previously observed four-band structure. Our
analysis shows that these phenomena are the manifestation of the subcycle ionization bursts of
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the second electrons during the laser pulses. Our calculations indicate that the subcycle ioniza-
tion emission in SDI can be observed by properly choosing the laser parameters.

2. The classical ensemble model

In this paper, we employ the purely classical model, Heisenberg-core potential model (HPCM)
[13], to study SDI at over-barrier ionization region. The Heisenberg-core potential was orig-
inally introduced by Kirschbaum and Wilets [28] and it was later widely used in atomic and
molecular collisions [29-31], and very recently its application has been extended to strong-field
ionization [32-35]. In HPCM, the Heisenberg-core potential was employed to avoid autoioni-
ation of the classical two-electron system and to match the ionization potentials of the model
atoms to the real systems [13]. The accuracy of this Heisenberg-core potential model in strong
field double ionization has been confirmed in recent studies [13, 24], where the experimentally
measured momentum spectra of doubly charged ion in SDI as well as the ionization times of
both electrons are qualitatively reproduced by this classical model. Thus, we employ this model
to study SDI by elliptical laser fields with different pulse durations.

In HPCM, the Hamiltonian of the two-electron system is written as [13] (atomic units are
used throughout this paper unless stated otherwise)

H =
1

|r1 − r2| + ∑
i=1,2

[− 1
ri
+

p2
i

2
+VH(ri, pi)]+(r1 + r2) ·E(t), (1)

where i=1,2 is the electron label and ri, pi are the position and canonical momentum of the ith
electron, respectively. E(t) is an elliptically polarized electric field, which is written as:

E(t) = f (t)[
1√

ε2 +1
cos(ωt +φ)x̂+

ε√
ε2 +1

sin(ωt +φ)ŷ], (2)

where f (t) =E0sin2( πt
NT ) is the pulse envelope. E0,ω,ε,φ ,T,N are amplitude, frequency, ellip-

ticity, carrier-envelope phase (CEP), period and period number of the laser pulse respectively.
VH(ri, pi) is the Heisenberg-core potential, which is expressed as [13, 28]

VH(ri, pi) =
ξ 2

4αr2
i

exp

{
α[1− (

ri pi

ξ
)4]

}
, (3)

where the parameter α indicates the rigidity of the Heisenberg core. For a given α , the param-
eter ξ is chosen to match the second ionization potential of the target [13]. For Ar, the rigidity
parameter α is set to be 2, then ξ is set to make the minimum of the one-electron Hamilton

[H1 =− 2
r1
+

p2
1

2 +VH(r1, p1)] equal to the second ionization potential of Ar (-1.01 a.u.) and we
obtain ξ=1.225. The ground-state energy of Ar is set to the sum of the first and the second ion-
ization potential (-1.59 a.u.) and the initial distributions of the ground-state atom in the phase
space are obtained with the approach in the soft-core potential classical model [36-39].

Once the initial state is obtained, the laser is turned on. In our calculations, the intensity
of the laser field is 6.0 PW/cm2. The wavelength and the ellipticity are is 800 nm and 0.75,
respectively. The pulse duration N ranges from 4 to 14 optical cycle. The evolution of the two-
electron system is determined by the equations:

dri

dt
=

∂H
∂pi

,
dpi

dt
=−∂H

∂ri
. (4)

At the end of the laser pulse, we examine the DI yields. We define that the electron is ionized
if its final energy is positive. Double ionized is defined when both electrons possess positive
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energy at the end of the pulse. For the present laser parameters, almost all of the DIs are SDI
since recollision is completely suppressed because of large ellipticity.

3. Results and discussion

In Fig. 1, we display the ion momentum distributions in the polarization plane for SDI of
Ar by elliptically polarized laser pulses with period number N ranging from 4 to 14. The
ion momentum of Ar2+ is obtained by the negative sum of the two electron momentum vec-
tor, i.e.px,ion = −(px,e1 + px,e2), because the momentum of the absorbed photons is negligibly
small. In these calculations, CEP is random for each atom, corresponding to a phase-unlocked
experiment. Figure 1 shows that the ion momentum distributions in the direction of the minor
elliptical axis (ŷ axis) exhibit band structures and the numbers of the bands depend on the laser
duration. For the pulse duration N=4, the distribution shows two bands. When the pulse dura-
tion increases to N=6, two more bands appear though it is relatively weaker. For N=8, the outer
two bands become more obvious. Between the inner and outer bands, two more bands appear.
These two bands become very strong at N=10 and the spectrum exhibits a very clear six-band
structure. When the pulse duration increases further, the two inner bands disappear gradually
and finally only four bands are visible for the case N=14.

Fig. 1. Ion momentum distributions in the laser polarization plane for different pulse dura-
tions. The intensity of the laser pulses is 6.0 PW/cm2, the wavelength is 800 nm, and the
ellipticity is ε=0.75. The CEP is randomly chosen for each trajectory. The ensembles are
400000.

This change of ion momentum distributions with pulse duration can be more clearly seen in
Fig. 2, where the ion momentum distributions in the direction of the minor elliptical axis (ŷ axis)
are shown (obtained by integrating the distributions of Fig. 1 over the px,ion axis). For the pulse
duration N=4, the spectrum exhibits two peaks, which are labeled as P1. As the pulse duration
increases, two outer peaks (P2) become very clear, and two more peaks (P3) between P1 and P2

appear. At N=10, the spectrum exhibits a very clear six-peak structure. As the pulse duration
increases further, the peaks P3 become stronger while the peaks P1 become weaker. Finally, P1

peaks almost disappear and only peaks P2 and P3 remain visible at N=14. Additionally, one can
see that the separation between the two P1 peaks decreases when the pulse duration increases.

The results above are very different from the previous observations [10, 11], where it has
been shown that the ion momentum distribution from SDI exhibits the three-band structures at
low laser intensities and the four-band structure at high laser intensities. In our calculations of
high laser intensity, the ion momentum distributions evolve from the two-band structure to the
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Fig. 2. Ion momentum distributions along the minor elliptical axis (ŷ axis) for different
pulse durations. The laser parameters are the same as those in Fig. 1.

four-band, six-band structure and finally to the previously obtained four-band structure as the
pulse duration increases. In order to understand the physical process for this pulse duration de-
pendence of ion momentum distributions, we recalculated SDI with the same laser parameters
as those in Fig. 1 but with fixed CEP φ=0. The results are shown in Fig. 3. For the short pulses,
the distributions are asymmetric. For example, at the pulse duration N=4, only one band ap-
pears at negative momentum and the peak with positive momentum is absent. This is due to the
asymmetry of the electric field of the short pulses. The other band will appear for other CEPs.
This is the same situation for pulse durations N=6 to N=10. For longer pulses, the distributions
no longer depend on CEP and they become symmetric gradually.

Fig. 3. Ion momentum distributions in the laser polarization plane for different pulse dura-
tions with φ = 0. Other parameters are the same as those in Fig. 1.

It has been demonstrated that these band structures contain information about the sequential
release of the electrons, and the ionization times can be extracted from these structures if the
ionization laser field is known. In other words, these structures are related to the ionization
times of electrons. In order to reveal the correspondence between the multiple-band structures
and the ionization times, we extracted the ionization times of the two electrons. The ionization
times can be extracted either from the ion momentum distributions or the electron momentum
distributions [25]. Here, we extract them from the electron momentum distributions, with the
procedure similar to that in [11, 13]. The right column of Fig. 4 shows electron correlation
spectra for the scaled radial momentum p′r with φ = 0, where p′r is defined as [11]
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Fig. 4. (Left) The procedure of extracting ionization time from electron momentum spec-
trum. The brown and blue curves in left side are the scaled radial momentum distributions
of the first and the second electrons, respectively. The grey curves show the vector poten-
tial A(t) where A(t) = [Ax(t)2 +Ay(t)2]1/2. The magenta curves denote the scaled vector
potential A′(t). The dashed lines are added to guide eyes and show the relation between the
electron final momentum and ionization times. (Right) The electron correlation spectra for
the scaled radial momentum with φ = 0.

p′r,i = [(ε2 +1)p2
x,i +((ε2 +1)/ε2)p2

y,i]
1/2, (5)

where i=1,2 is the electron label. With this scale, the radial momentum is an injective function
of time with the condition that the electrons are ionized before the peak of the pulses [11]. These
spectra are symmetric with respect to the diagonal because we do not distinguish the first and
the second electrons here. For high laser intensity in our calculations, both electrons are ionized
within the rising edge of the laser pulse, and thus the electrons ionized earlier will achieve
smaller final momentum. Therefore, we can distinguish which electron is ionized first based
on the final momentum. In the following, we denote the electron with smaller final momentum
(thus ionized first) as the first electron and the other electron as the second electron. Projecting
the peak positions of the scaled radial momenta of the first and the second electrons to the
scaled vector potential of the laser field, the ionization times of both electrons are extracted, as
shown in the left column of Fig. 4. The scaled vector potential is expressed as:

A′(t) = [(ε2 +1)Ax(t)
2 +((ε2 +1)/ε2)Ay(t)

2]1/2, (6)

where Ax,Ay are the vector potential components along x̂ and ŷ axis, respectively. Here, the ex-
traction of the ionization time is based on two approximations the electron is ionized with zero
initial momentum and after ionization the interaction between the electron and ion is negligible.
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Figure 4 shows that for the first electron, the ionization time is confined within half cycle.
However, for the second electron, the ionization time depends on the pulse duration. For N=4,
the ionization time is mainly around the next half cycle of the first ionization. For these events,
the two electrons emit into the opposite directions and thus the value of the ion momentum
is small, resulting in the two P1 peaks in Fig. 2. When the pulse duration increases to N=8,
another ionization burst at one laser cycle later after the first ionization becomes very strong.
For this ionization burst, the two electrons emit into the same direction and contribute to the
two P2 peaks in Fig. 2. When the pulse duration increases further, three ionization bursts for the
second electron appear and correspondingly there are three pairs of peaks in the ion momentum
spectra. For longer pulses, we could expect that there will be more ionization bursts for the
second electron. However, for the long pulses the final momentum difference of the electrons
ionized at adjacent cycles is very small and thus the multiple ionization bursts of the ionization
time are unresolvable from the ion and electron momentum spectra, as shown in Fig. 4(d).
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Fig. 5. Distributions of the ionization time for the first electron(ti1) [the first column] and
the second electron(ti2) [the second column]. The third column shows the distribution for
the time delay between the second and the first ionizations (ti2 − ti1). The green dashed
lines in the third column represent delay time of integer multiples of half laser cycle, which
are added to guide eyes. The CEP is φ = 0 and the pulse durations are denoted in the each
plot.

The analysis above shows that the multiple-band structure is related to the ionization times of
the electrons. Thus, these band structures directly indicate the subcycle ionization bursts in SDI.
Our classical method also allows us to trace the ionization times from the classical trajectories
and confirm the analysis above. The ionization time is defined as the instant when the energy of
the electron becomes positive for the first time. In Fig. 5, with φ = 0, we show the distributions
of ionization times of the first and the second electrons by tracing the classical trajectories. As
shown in the first column of Fig. 5, for the short pulse durations (N=4 to N=10), there is only
one ionization burst for the first electrons, meaning that the first electron is completely ionized
within half cycle at this high laser intensity. For the second electron, it is mainly ionized within
half cycle just after the first ionization at N=4 [Fig. 5(e)]. As the pulse duration increases, more
ionization bursts denoted by “2” and “3” appear. For the long pulse N=14, there are two ion-
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ization bursts for the first electron and many bursts for the second electrons. These results from
our trajectory tracing are consistent with those obtained from the calculated electron momen-
tum spectra (Fig. 4), confirming the reliability of reading ionization time from ion and electron
momentum distributions. Thus, the multiple-band structures in the ion momentum distributions
definitely indicate the subcycle ionization bursts in SDI.
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Fig. 6. Three sample SDI trajectories for pulse duration N=10. The first, second and third
columns display the trajectories in the laser polarization plane, the time evolution of the
energy and the time evolution of the momentum py, respectively. The ionization time of the
two electrons are indicated by the arrows in the second column.

The third column of Fig. 5 shows the distributions of time delay between the first and second
ionizations. The two electrons will emit into the same direction when their ionization time delay
is even multiples of half cycle and into the opposite directions when it is odd multiples of half
cycle. For the events where the second electron ionized within burst “2” the two electrons emit
into the same direction, and the corresponding ion momentum distribution is located at peaks
P2 of Fig. 2. Similarly, the ionization bursts “1” and “3” result in the inner peaks P1 and P3 of
Fig. 2. The separation of the two P1 peaks is determined by the momentum difference of the
two electrons. For this pair of peaks, the ionization time delay between the two electrons is half
cycle. Assuming that the initial momentum at ionization is negligible, the final momenta of the
electrons are pei = A(ti) =−∫ +∞

ti
E(t)dt, where ti is the ionization time of the ith electron and

E(t) is the electric field. Thus, for a fixed laser intensity, the momentum difference decreases as
the pulse duration increases. Consequently, the separation of the two P1 peaks decreases with
the increasing pulse duration [Fig. 2].

To give a more intuitive picture of the SDI process, we show three illustrative trajectories
in Fig. 6. The first, second and third columns display the trajectories in the laser polarization
plane, the time evolution of the energy and the time evolution of the momentum py, respectively.
The ionization time of the two electrons are indicated by the arrows in the second column. For
the first trajectory (the upper line) the time delay between the two ionization is about half cycle
and the two electrons achieve final momentum py with opposite directions. For the second
trajectory (the middle line), the time delay of ionization is one cycle and two electrons acquire
final momentum py with the same direction. For the third trajectory (the bottom line), the time
delay of ionization is 3 half cycles and again the directions of the final momentum of the two
electrons are opposite.

We note that in our calculations we did not considered the focal volume effect of the laser
pulse. When this effect is considered, the bands in the momentum spectra will be broaden
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and thus the multiple-band structure will be obscured. With longer wavelength, the separation
between the bands will become larger and thus it will be easier to observe these multi-band
structures in experiment.

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have investigated SDI of Ar by elliptically polarized laser pulse with the
Heisenberg-core potential classical model. We resolved the multiple-band structure in the ion
momentum spectra. This structure originates from the multiple ionization bursts of the sec-
ond electrons and it directly reveals the subcycle electron emission nature of SDI in the el-
liptical laser field. Experimentally, these subcycle multiple ionization bursts can be observed
using high-intensity (so that both electrons are ionized during the rising edge of pulse) laser
pulses with short pulse durations, and longer wavelength will be more favorable. Recently this
multiple-band structure has been experimentally observed for SDI of Helium by intense few-
cycle laser pulses [40].
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